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QUESTION 1

True or False? Each Terraform workspace uses its own state file to manage the infrastructure associated with that
particular workspace. 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: B 

The persistent data stored in the backend belongs to a workspace. Initially, the backend has only one workspace, called
"default", and thus there is only one Terraform state associated with that configuration. 

 

QUESTION 2

If you enable TF_LOG = DEBUG, the log will be stored in syslog.log file in the currect directory. 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/internals/debugging.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using a networking module in your Terraform configuration with the name label my_network. In your main
configuration you have the following code: 

When you run terraform validate, you get the following error: 

What must you do to successfully retrieve this value from your networking module? 
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A. Define the attribute vnet_id as a variable in the networking module 

B. Change the referenced value to module.my_network.outputs.vnet_id 

C. Define the attribute vnet_id as an output in the networking module 

D. Change the referenced value to my_network.outputs.vnet_id 

Correct Answer: C 

In a parent module, outputs of child modules are available in expressions as module... For example, if a child module
named web_server declared an output named instance_ip_addr, you could access that value as
module.web_server.instance_ip_addr. 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the following terraform variable definition 

variable "track_tag" { type = list default = ["data_ec2","integration_ec2","digital_ec2"]} track_tag = { Name =
element(var.track_tag,count.index)} 

If count.index is set to 2, which of the following values will be assigned to the name attribute of track_tag variable? 

A. integration_ec2 

B. digital_ec2 

C. track_tag 

D. data_ec2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Terraform can only manage resource dependencies if you set them explicitly with the depends_on argument. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

"Use the depends_on meta-argument to handle hidden resource or module dependencies that Terraform cannot
automatically infer. You only need to explicitly specify a dependency when a resource or module relies on another
resource\\'s behavior but does not access any of that resource\\'s data in its arguments." 

https://www.terraform.io/language/meta-arguments/depends_on 

 

QUESTION 6
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Which of these is the best practice to protect sensitive values in state files? 

A. Blockchain 

B. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

C. Enhanced remote backends 

D. Signed Terraform providers 

Correct Answer: C 

Use of remote backends and especially the availability of Terraform Cloud, there are now a variety of backends that will
encrypt state at rest and will not store the state in cleartext on machines running. Reference: https://www.terraform.io/
docs/extend/best-practices/sensitive-state.html 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a Terraform configuration file where a variable itemNum is defined as follows: 

variable "itemNum" { default = 3} 

You also have a defined the following environment variables in your shell: TF_itemNum =6, TF_VAR_itemNum =9. You
also have a terraform.tfvars file with the following contents 

itemNum = 7 

When you run the following apply command, what is the value assigned to the itemNum variable? 

terraform apply-var itemNum =4 

A. 10 

B. 6 

C. 1 

D. 4 

E. 3 

Correct Answer: D 

The-var and-var-file methods of assigning variables have the highest precedence.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/variables.html 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the default backend for Terraform? 

A. consul 

B. gcs 
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C. local 

D. etcd 

Correct Answer: C 

By default, Terraform uses the "local" backend, which is the normal behavior of Terraform you\\'re used to.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/backends/index.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Using multi-cloud and provider-agnostic tools provides which of the following benefits? 

A. Operations teams only need to learn and manage a single tool to manage infrastructure, regardless of where the
infrastructure is deployed. 

B. Increased risk due to all infrastructure relying on a single tool for management. 

C. Can be used across major cloud providers and VM hypervisors. 

D. Slower provisioning speed allows the operations team to catch mistakes before they are applied. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Using a tool like Terraform can be advantageous for organizations deploying workloads across multiple public and
private cloud environments. Operations teams only need to learn a single tool, single language, and can use the same
tooling to enable a DevOps-like experience and workflows. 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to know from which paths Terraform is loading providers referenced in your Terraform configuration (files).
You need to enable debug messages to find this out. 

Which of the following would achieve this? 

A. Set the environment variable TF_LOG=TRACE 

B. Set verbose logging for each provider in your Terraform configuration 

C. Set the environment variable TF_VAR_log=TRACE 

D. Set the environment variable TF_LOG_PATH 

Correct Answer: A 

Although this will only output to stderr and if you need to review log file you will need to include
TF_LOG_PATH=pathtofile https://www.terraform.io/internals/debugging 

 

QUESTION 11

Your company has been using Terraform Cloud for a some time now . But every team is creating their own modules ,
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and there is no standardization of the modules , with each team creating the resources in their own unique way . You
want to enforce a standardization of the modules across the enterprise . What should be your approach. 

A. Create individual workspaces for each team , and ask them to share modules across workspaces. 

B. Implement a Private module registry in Terraform cloud , and ask teams to reference them. 

C. Upgrade to Terraform enterprise , since this is not possible in terraform cloud. 

D. Upload the modules in the terraform public module registry , and ask teams to reference them 

Correct Answer: B 

Terraform Cloud\\'s private module registry helps you share Terraform modules across your organization. It includes
support for module versioning, a searchable and filterable list of available modules, and a configuration designer to help
you build new workspaces faster. By design, the private module registry works much like the public Terraform Registry.
If you\\'re already used the public registry, Terraform Cloud\\'s registry will feel familiar. Understand the different
offerings in Terraform OS, Terraform Cloud and Terraform Enterprise. Terraform Cloud\\'s private module registry helps
you share Terraform modules across your organization. https://www.terraform.io/docs/cloud/registry/index.html
https://www.terraform.io/docs/cloud/registry/publish.html 

 

QUESTION 12

terraform apply is failing with the following error. What next step should you take to determine the root cause of the
problem? Error loading state: AccessDenied: Access Denied status code: 403, request id: 288766CE5CCA24A0, host
id: FOOBAR 

A. Set TF_LOG=DEBUG 

B. Review syslog for Terraform error messages 

C. Run terraform login to reauthenticate with the provider 

D. Review /var/log/terraform.log for error messages 

Correct Answer: A 

Terraform has detailed logs which can be enabled by setting the TF_LOG environment variable to any value. This will
cause detailed logs to appear on stderr. You can set TF_LOG to one of the log levels (in order of decreasing verbosity)
TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN or ERROR to change the verbosity of the logs. 

 

QUESTION 13

Once a new Terraform backend is configured with a Terraform code block, which command(s) is (are) used to migrate
the state file? 

A. terraform apply 

B. terraform push 

C. terraform destroy, then terraform apply 

D. terraform init 
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Correct Answer: B 

https://www.terraform.io/cli/commands/state/push 

 

QUESTION 14

Talal is a DevOps engineer and he has deployed the production infrastructure using Terraform. He is using a very large
configuration file to maintain and update the actual infrastructure. As the infrastructure have grown to a very complex
and large, he has started experiencing slowness when he run runs terraform plan. What are the options for him to
resolve this slowness? 

A. Use-refresh=true flag as well as the-target flag with terraform plan in order to work around this. 

B. Run terraform refresh every time before running terraform plan. 

C. Break large configurations into several smaller configurations that can each be independently applied. 

D. Use-refresh=false flag as well as the-target flag with terraform plan in order to work around this. 

Correct Answer: CD 

For larger infrastructures, querying every resource is too slow. Many cloud providers do not provide APIs to query
multiple resources at once, and the round trip time for each resource is hundreds of milliseconds. On top of this, cloud
providers almost always have API rate limiting so Terraform can only request a certain number of resources in a period
of time. Larger users of Terraform make heavy use of the-refresh=false flag as well as the-target flag in order to work
around this. In these scenarios, the cached state is treated as the record of truth. Although \\'Use-refresh=false flag as
well as the-target flag with terraform plan in order to work around this.\\' is a solution, but its not always recommended.
Instead of using-target as a means to operate on isolated portions of very large configurations, prefer instead to break
large configurations into several smaller configurations that can each be independently applied. Data sources can be
used to access information about resources created in other configurations, allowing a complex system architecture to
be broken down into more manageable parts that can be updated independently. Option \\'Run terraform refresh every
time before running terraform plan.\\' and \\'Use-refresh=true flag as well as the-target flag with terraform plan in order to
work around this.\\' is not correct because in both the cases terraform will query every resources of the infrastructure. 

 

QUESTION 15

When TF_LOG_PATH is set, TF_LOG must be set in order for any logging to be enabled. 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: B 

TF_LOG_PATH specifies where the log should persist its output to. Note that even when TF_LOG_PATH is set,
TF_LOG must be set in order for any logging to be enabled. For example, to always write the log to the directory you\\'re
currently running terraform from: export TF_LOG_PATH=./terraform.log export TF_LOG=TRACE 
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